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Dear Parents / Carers

In Reception, we love to know what your child can do at home as well as in school. Your child will be bringing
home ‘Proud Clouds’ for you to fill in when they do something very special at home.
As you may be aware, throughout the year we gather evidence of your child’s learning across the 7 areas of
learning. We would like you to be able to contribute to these over the year as we know that lots of learning takes
place at home too. You can do this by filling in a ‘Proud cloud’ to share your child’s achievements at home.
My Proud Cloud

Name

Date

Signed

When you have filled in a ‘Proud Cloud’ please give it to their teacher.
What can I write about?
Examples of achievements you might like to tell us about are:
a
a
a
a
a
a

child
child
child
child
child
child

dressing themselves or using a knife and fork
sharing and taking turns with siblings e.g. when playing a game
pointing out letters or numbers they recognise in the environment
finding all the rhyming words in a story you have shared at home
achieving an award at a club
carefully making a colourful card for their Grandma

How do I fill in a proud cloud and where do I get them from?
All we need is a sentence to explain briefly why you are pleased with your child, your signature and the date.
We will send them out every half term through the year, if you require one at any other time please ask.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask any member of staff.
Thank you for your continued support.
Reception Team
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